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This paper presents an integral equation formulation and its discretization 
scheme for the elastodynamic problem in which the material properties 
are prescribed as arbitrary, continuous and differentiable functions of the 
spatial coordinates. The formulation is made by using the Green’s function 
for the corresponding problem in homogeneous elasticity. From a weighted 
residual statement of the problem, the governing differential equation is 
transformed into a set of the integral equations in the inner domain as 
well as on the boundary. These integral equations are discretized by intro- 
ducing a finite number of the boundary-volume-time elements, and the 
solution for the system of linear equations thus obtained is discussed. 
Introduction 
The boundary element method has been increasingly 
attracting the attention of research workers in engineering 
science.rM3 This method transforms the governing differen- 
tial equations into a set of integral equations on the boun- 
dary and then discretizes them into the system of linear 
simultaneous equations, replacing the boundary by a finite 
number of elements. Although there are certainly some 
limitations and difficulties, the boundary element method 
can be considered to have the advantage of less input data 
and less computation time in comparison with a so-called 
domain-type method of solution such as the finite differ- 
ence or the finite element method. 
Many investigations have expanded the application 
fields of the boundary element method to a wide variety of 
practical problems. For the recent advances and develop- 
ments in the method the reader should consult the litera- 
ture.lhp 
Recently, the present authors proposedlO,ll new boun- 
dary element discretization schemes for some time-indepen- 
dent nonlinear problems expressed in the incremental form. 
In this approach, the inner domain as well as the boundary 
is divided into a finite number of elements, and the system 
of linear equations is obtained for the displacement in the 
whole domain and the traction on the boundary. The solu- 
tion of this system leads to the incremental solutions with- 
out any iterative procedure. This approach has wide 
applications to both the linear and nonlinear problems for 
which the usual boundary element method would use an 
iterative solution procedure. 
Here, an attempt is made to apply the above approach 
to the elastodynamic problems in which the material 
properties are given as arbitrary, continuous and differ- 
entiable functions of the position vector. Making use of 
Green’s function for the dynamic problem in homogeneous 
elasticity, we present a weighted residual statement of the 
problem considered. Then, a set of the governing integral 
equations are derived in the usual manner in the inner 
domain as well as on the boundary. We shall present the 
discretization of the resulting integral equations introducing 
a series of the boundary-volume-tune elements, and discuss 
the method of solving the system thus obtained. 
Preliminaries 
Let us consider the dynamic problem of an elastic body 
moving in a three-dimensional space. The domain and the 
boundary of this body are denoted by R and r, respec- 
tively. Under the assumption of small strain and small 
deformation, the equation of motion can be expressed as: 
divS@) + b(C;) = pii (1) 
where S and b are the stress tensor and the prescribed body 
force vector, respectively, and p and u denote the mass per 
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unit volume and the displacement vector respectively. The 
abbreviation, [ E (x, t) is used, in which x and t are the 
spatial coordinates and time, respectively. The superimposed 
dot represents the differentiation with respect to time. The 
operators div and grad which will be later encountered 
represent the divergence and the gradient with respect to 
the coordinates x, respectively. 
We assume that the constitutive relation is expressed as: 
LY=(EtE”):e (2) 
where e is the strain tensor. The elastic moduli tensor is 
decomposed into the homogeneous part E which is constant 
throughout the domain and the inhomogeneous part E which 
is an arbitrary function of the spatial coordinates. The colon 
and dot placed between the tensorial variables, denote 
summations over the repeated two and one index, respec- 
tively. They are defined as: 
]A:B]...ii... -A...ikPBkIj...a [A.BI...ii... =A...ikBki... 
The strain tensor is related to the displacement vector in 
the following manner: 
49 = had 49 + (grad u<C;>>‘> (3) 
where the superfix T denotes the transpose. Combining 
equations (l)-(3), we obtain, 
div[E: gradu(g)] + div[&x) :gradu(t)] +6(t) = pi@) 
(4) 
We can express the boundary conditions in such a way 
that: 
u(t) = 116) on rU 
P(S) = S(r) . n(o) = ia> on rP 
(5) 
where the superimposed double bars denote a prescribed 
quantity. The spatial coordinates of a point on the boun- 
dary and the outward unit normal to the boundary at this 
point are denoted by (J and n(a), respectively. We use here 
the abbreviation, { E (u, r), in which r is the time corre- 
sponding to the boundary point u. 
It is our purpose in this study to present a numerical 
solution scheme based on the boundary element method 
for the governing equation (4) subject to the boundary 
conditions of equation (5) as well as appropriate initial 
conditions. 
Integral equation formulation 
If we regard the term, div[@x) :gradu(U], in equation 
(4) as a pseudo body force vector, the problem can be 
reduced to a familiar one in elastodynamics. We can 
apply the method of weighted residuals to this problem. As 
in the usual boundary element method the fundamental 
solution for an infinite homogeneous body is used as the 
weight function. Namely, the solution of the differential 
equation: 
div[gradu*(t, tJ:El + 16(C; -El>=@*@, tl> (6) 
subject to the homogeneous conditions u* = 0 and zi* = 0 
at infinity, is incorporated into the formulation. We denote 
by 1 and S(-) the unit tensor and the Dirac delta function, 
respectively. The superimposed dot of a two-point function 
denotes the differentiation with respect to the time which 
constitutes the first argument of the function. It is also 
assumed that if the operator div or grad is used for a two- 
point function it operates with respect to the first argument 
of the function. The fundamental solution mentioned above 
is available elsewhere. l2 We also introduce the traction 
tensor p*(t, {r) which is defined as: 
P*(& I’I) E ]grad’u*(L 51) 4 .N.ol) (7) 
where [r is an arbitrary point on the boundary r. 
The weighted residual statement of the problem can be 
expressed as: 
* 
is u*(t, ~,)~[div’[E:grad’u(~r)] 
Oi2 
+div’[@x,):grad’u([,)] +b([r) -pii(C;r)j dR,dt, 
-s.i I’*(& 5‘1). WI) - U(t,)l drl dT1 (8) 
0 ru 
where _fa. . da 1 and jr. . dI’, denote the volume integral 
over Sz and the surface integral over l?, respectively, in which 
da1 and dT’r are the volume element with respect to the 
point x1 and the surface element concerning the boundary 
point ur respectively. 
Since singular functions are used in the present formula- 
tion, it should be noted that the singular integrals including 
such functions should be evaluated in the sense of Cauchy’s 
principle value integral. l3 
Integrating by parts equation (8) and taking account of 
the properties of the fundamental solution, we obtain the 
following expression: 
t u*(E> t’,).~(Sd drl dT1 
0 r 
The vector function w(4) in equation (9) is defmed as: 
49 = Is u*(t, .h)~WE,) da, dt, 
OS?. 
(9) 
(10) 
where : 
ml> = 4mtr,=o g(xd ‘.G)lt,=o (11) 
and 
v*(& x1) = U*(f, .&)lt,=o 
(12) 
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The initial conditions of the displacement field are 
given by equation (11). 
After taking a limiting process in which [ + { and 
evaluating the singular integrals appearing in this process, 
we can derive the following integral equation on the 
boundary: 
r 
r 
t 
i‘l 
u*G, 51) .P(S,) drl dT1 
OJ? 
5 
- 
J-l 
P*@> i-J~4S,> drl dfl (13) 
0 r 
As has been shown in the literature,r,r4 the value of 1 
depends only on the geometrical property of the boundary 
and I = l/2 when the boundary is smooth. 
Equations (9) and (13) are the governing integral equa- 
tions of the problem considered. If we solve these two 
integral equations simultaneously, we can obtain without 
any iterative procedure the displacement vector 1( in the 
whole domain R + r and the traction vector p on the 
boundary F. This solution scheme will be discussed in 
detail in the next section. On the other hand, if we 
employ the usual boundary element method, the boundary 
integral equation (13) must be solved by means of an 
iterative procedure, since equation (13) includes in its 
right-hand-side the displacement vector u(4) in the inner 
domain fi, which must be determined from equation (9) 
after solving the boundary integral equation (13). 
Because of the principle of causality in this funda- 
mental solutionr5 which can be expressed as 
u*(t,tr)-0 fort<tr 
the limits [0, t] of the time integration can be enlarged to 
the f=ed limits [0, 21 without causing any change in the 
expressions obtained above, in which i is a terminal time 
under consideration. This understanding is assumed in this 
study. 
Discretization scheme 
The boundary r is divided into E boundary elements having 
the total number fi of boundary nodes, while the inner 
domain s1 is divided into E volume elements with N volume 
nodes. We do not count any volume node in the total 
number of boundary nodes. Since every boundary element 
constitutes a part of its adjacent volume elements, both 
the elements have some nodes in common. We assume that 
the eth boundary element has n(C) boundary nodes, while 
the eth volume element has NC,) volume nodes. Let the 
superimposed bar denote the index regarding the boundary 
elements and the boundary nodes. 
Likewise, the time region [0, i] is discretized into A time 
elements containing the total number Z of temporal nodes. 
We shall write such that 4‘ E (e, X)element when ,$ belongs 
spatially to the eth volume element and temporally to the 
Xth time element, while { E (c, )r)element if { falls in the 
dth boundary element and the Ath time element. The hth 
time element is assumed to have ZCx) nodes. The termin- 
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ology, (a, y)node or (5, y)node, is also used for the com- 
bination of the ath volume node and the yth time node 
or the lith boundary node and the 7th time node. The nodal 
coordinates of the (8, y)node, for example, is expressed as 
(& tq. 
We now introduce the interpolation functions Gay and 
$a,, and assume that the quantities u(g), u(c) and p(l) can 
be expressed as: 
where u@,*), u$!;*) and P:;‘) denote the nodal values defined ny 
as: 
z&A) f u(x”, tY) 
&w E u(a”, tY) 
$j - 
a-Y = p(d, 9) 
In equation (14) Q and p denote the nondimensional intrinsic 
coordinates of the volume element and the boundary 
element, respectively, while x is the same coordinate for the 
time. It is interesting to note that the detailed expressions of 
such interpolation functions as in equation (14) can be 
found in the standard text books on finite elements16 and 
boundary elements.1)2 
The summation convention is assumed for the repeated 
indices which run over the following ranges: 
a, b = 1, 2, . . . , N(e) for eth volume element 
a, t = 1, 2, . . , scs, for Zth boundary element 
y, 6 = 1, 2, . . . ) z:(q for hth time element 
e,f=1,2 E 3 . ..> (15) 
c,f=i,Z E 1..‘> 
A, K = 1, 2, . , A 
A,B= 1,2 ,..., N+N 
-- __ 
A, B = 1, 2, . . . , N 
Under these assumptions the governing integral equation 
(9) in the inner domain CZ can be discretized into the 
following form : 
where : 
(16) 
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x J/asOl> x) -%4 dcl dx (17) 
with the notations defined as : 
@,“)(@,K)@, x) 
(18) 
In equation (17) At, denotes the time interval of the K th 
time element, while J(n) and y(p) are Jacobians appearing 
in the coordinate transformations between the x1- and 
q-systems, and the ur- and p-systems, respectively. Although 
the integration limits r,, C&= and I’s are nondimensional, 
they indicate in equations (17) that integration is carried 
out over the K th time element, the fth volume element and 
the Zth boundary element. 
Similarly, the integral equation (13) on the boundary r 
can be discretized as follows: 
_ f 2 p&vCf;K). “$K) (19) 
f=l K=l 
where : 
i = Z(B) (20) 
Definitions similar to equation (17) can be used for the 
coefficients of equation (19). 
Now we introduce the Boolean transformations such 
that: 
&W = ‘fD”‘$r/,, 
ay 
&,“I = ($‘;;oA,_ 
a-r (21) 
p(“,A) = (‘$k 
w @y pm 
w)Ar (war 
@‘la The Boolean matrices Q, ay, * ny and II -? connect the 
element-wize numbered nodal values uay @,8, &” and p(W 
with the corresponding nodal values UA~ am%& of th? 
global system. 
Making use of the relationships shown in equation (21), 
we can assemble the element-wize discretized system of the 
integral equations into the following forms. That is, 
equation (16) leads to: 
where : 
Equation (19) yields : 
(23) 
(24) 
where : 
Discussion on solving scheme 
Introducing the matrices L, X and R which are formally 
defined as: 
(26) 
we can express equations (22) and (24) in the following 
matrix form : 
LX=R (27) 
Let N, and HP denote the nodal numbers o_f theboundary 
portions r,, and T,, respectively, in which N, + NP = N. 
The unknowns included in the matrix X are 3NE com- 
prnents of LJAr in 52,3N,E components of P,qI- on rU and 
3NPE components of qAI‘ on rP. That is, the total number 
of unknowns is 3(N +N) Z. If we rearrange equation (27) 
in such a manner that the known nodal values of the matrix 
X are transformed into the left-hand-side, we can rewrite 
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equation (27) as follows: 3 Jaswon, M. A. and Symm, G. T. ‘Integral equation methods in 
potential theory and elastostatics’, Academic Press, London, 
in which the matrix 2 includes only the nodal unknowns. 
This system of equations leads to the discretized solution 
of the problem considered. 
(28) 
i977 
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